Abstract-In this paper, an adaptive MIMO neural network model is used for simultaneously modeling and identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator. The nonlinear features of the robot manipulator kinematics system are modeled by an adaptive MIMO neural network model based on differential evolution algorithm. A differential evolution algorithm is used to optimally generate the appropriate neural weights so as to perfectly characterize the nonlinear features of the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator. This paper supports the performance of the proposed differential evolution algorithm in comparison with the conventional back-propagation algorithm. The results show that the proposed adaptive MIMO neural network model trained by the differential evolution algorithm for identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator is successfully modeled and performed well.
INTRODUCTION
The neural networks were considered as a promising approach for identifying nonlinear system. Studies in [1] and [2] indicated that neural networks can be used effectively in identifying and controlling nonlinear system. Their paper proposed static and dynamic back-propagation algorithm to optimally generate the weights of neural networks and to adjust of parameters. Anh in [3] proposed a neural MIMO NARX model used to identifying the industrial 3-DOF robot manipulator. In this paper, the back-propagation algorithm was used to optimally generate the weights of neural MIMO NARX model. The process of identification based on experimental input-output training data of the forward kinematics of a robot manipulator. Simulation results showed that the performance identification using neural MIMO NARX model trained by back-propagation algorithm performed well. However, the drawback of the backpropagation algorithm applied in the studies [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] was that the convergence speed became slow, a large computation for learning and the cost function might lead to local minima.
To overcome this drawback, the evolutionary algorithm (EA)-based training procedures are considered as promising alternatives. Differential evolution (DE) is considered as one of the most powerful stochastic real-parameter optimization algorithms in current use. The DE algorithm emerged as a very competitive form of evolutionary computing with the first published article on DE appeared as a technical report of R. Storn and K. V. Price in 1995 [8] . The DE algorithm was capable of handling non-differentiable, nonlinear, and multimodal objective functions. DE method had been used to train neural model through optimizing real and constrained integer weights. Its simplicity and straightforwardness in implementation, excellent performance, fewer parameters involved, and low space complexity, had made DE as one of the most powerful tool in the field of optimization [8] . The paper [9] -[12] successfully developed a DE-based trained neural network for nonlinear system identification. Thus these papers demonstrated that DE algorithm can be effectively used for training neural network models applied in versatile applications.
In this paper, we introduce a novel adaptive MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) neural network model based on differential evolution for modeling and identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator. This paper also supports the performance of the proposed differential evolution algorithm in comparison with the conventional back-propagation algorithm. The results show that the proposed adaptive MIMO neural network model based on differential evolution algorithm for identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator is successfully modeled and performed well.
II. KINEMATICS OF THE INDUSTRIAL 3-DOF ROBOT MANIPULATOR
In this section, the forward and inverse kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator are investigated. The industrial 3-DOF robot manipulator structure is illustrated in Fig.1 . 
Where, Based on the differential evolution algorithm, we do training AMNN model for manipulator kinematics system identification. DE can be applied to global searches within the weight space of a typical feed-forward neural network. Output of a neural network is a function ( ) ytq of synaptic weights θ and input values u(t). In the training process, both the input vector u(t) and the output vector y(t) are known and the synaptic weights in θ are adapted to obtain appropriate functional mappings from the input u(t) to the output y(t). Generally, the adaptation process can be carried out by minimizing the network error function E N which is based on the introduction of a measure of closeness in terms of a mean sum of square error (MSSE) criterion:
Where, the training data Step 1: Parameter setup. Choose the parameters of population size NP, the boundary constraints of optimization variables, the mutation factor (F), the crossover rate (C), and the stopping criterion of the maximum number of generations (G max ).
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Where D is the number of weights in the AMNN model; i is index to the population and G is the generation to which the population belongs.
Step 3: Evaluate all the candidate solution inside population for a specified number of iterations. Step 5: Apply mutation operator to each candidate in population to yield a mutant vector ( ) 1 2 3 , , 1 , , ,
...,
Where F is the mutation factor, ( ] 0,1 F Î .
Step 6: Apply crossover each vector in the current population is recombined with a mutant vector to produce trial vector [ ) , , 
Step 7: Apply selection between the trial vector and target vector ( ) Step 8: Repeat step 4 to 7 until stopping criteria is reached
IV. MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
In general, the procedure which must be executed when attempting to identify the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator consists of four basic steps as follows:
A. Getting training data
By using the forward kinematics of industrial 3-DOF robot manipulator to generate a collection of experimental data relating the joint angles to the position of the endeffector. The input signals ( ) ( input-output signal estimation is used for training, while the data set composed of input-output signal validation is used for validation purpose. Where, the data set composed of input-output signal estimation and the data set composed of input-output signal validation are differently.
B. Select model structure
Assuming that a data set has been acquired, the next step is to select a model structure. The idea is to select the regressors based on inspiration from linear system identification and then determine the best possible network architecture with the given regressors as inputs. This paper investigates the AMNN model structure as follows: Regression vector
And predictor
Where φ(t) is a vector containing the regressors, θ is a vector contain the weights and g is the function realized by the neural network. The structure of AMNN model that includes a fully connected 3-layer feed-forward MLPNN with 5 inputs, 5 hidden neurons and 2 outputs units, is illustrated in Fig.4 .
C. Estimate model
Based on DE training algorithm, we have results of weighting θ. The AMNN model is estimated or determined the structure of the regression vector, the additional argument NN has to be passed.
D. Validate model
This step is to test the network using input data sets not used in the training process. The error is again examined as above. If it is of an acceptable value, then the network has successfully generalized and can be used with confidence as a model of the real plant. The AMNN model is said to possess the ability of generalization when the system inputoutput relationship computed by the network is approximately correct for input-output patterns never used in the training of the network.
Finally, we present the performance of identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator of the proposed AMNN model based on differential evolution and compare with the conventional back propagation algorithm. Table 1 gives some parameters used in identification. Fig.5 shows the comparison of training MSSE for BP and DE approaches. Fig.6 shows the identification performance of the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator using DE algorithm and BP algorithm. Based on results above, we see that the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF robot manipulator can be simultaneously modeled and identified by the AMNN model optimized by the differential evolution algorithm is possessing faster convergence and better identification performance than the back propagation algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a new approach study of a novel adaptive MIMO neural network model based on differential evolution for simultaneously the modeling and identifying the forward kinematics of a 3-DOF manipulator. The results show that the robot manipulator kinematic system is successfully modeled and performed well. Moreover, the proposed differential evolution algorithm applied to an adaptive MIMO neural network model performed better results in term of faster convergence and lower MSSE error than conventional back propagation algorithm. Hence, this new method is promising for efficiently identifying and controlling not only the nonlinear 3-DOF robot manipulator system but also other highly nonlinear dynamic systems. 
